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Weights and measures 
 
In her new creation “Humus vertebra”, Karine Ponties conjugates fragile 
balance with the indefinite. A trio of scarecrows brilliantly appear. 
 
Once raised, the curtain (a rough sheet hung without any affectation) 
reveals a circular track, another canvas and three rectangular boxes. As the 
canvas screen shows a projection of drawings by Stefano Ricci  – not yet 
animated – it is the canvas that scrolls – one discovers a sort of living 
Meccano. Three silhouettes gradually extricate themselves from the 
parallelepiped construction, letting go one by one of the cables that 
stabilize it. And it wobbles. And, at the same time, the mechanic takes 
shape. Bodies and objects (box-benches that stack, align, pile up), weight 
and counter weight, balance and unsteadiness, strength and resistance. As 
such, it is much more a physical exercise applied to dance. 
 
The performers, Eric Domeneghetty, Claudio Stellato and Jaroslav Vinarsky, 
play with diversity and derision three versions of the scarecrow, an 
anthropomorphic figure that inspired Karine Ponties in this new piece. 
 
“Self-portrait without a name” 
 
“Humus vertebra”: from the ground to the dorsal spine, verticality as a 
principle but also as a question. The scarecrow, this “self-portrait without a 
name”, says the choreographer, is “a guardian who is powerless (…); a scary 
character created to frighten but who is no longer feared”. 
 
Humour and humanity fill “Humus vertebra”, also something animal, like the 
hybrid characters in the films of Stefano Ricci that fluidly integrate with the 
performance. Playful and comical, the choreography belongs to a form of 
fine watch making – including an anti-shock optic, because brutality plays 
as much a part as surprising and joyful tenderness – in scruffy attire. 
 
In parallel, the costumes designed by Samuel Dronet and the scenography 
of Wilfred Roche, concoct like the dance, apparently makeshift fantasies 
under extreme pressure. This is one of the guiding lines in the work of 
Karine Ponties and her dance company Dame du Pic: the principle of 
artistic encounter, dialogue between disciplines (all seen by the 
choreographer as writing, and for her all writing originates from the body) 
that make sense, without however, being any more than a pretext. But the 
dance succeeds in touching without trying to tell: a fragile, yet clear trace 
of poetry of the moment, open to the winds. 
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